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When I first became a believer I had a difficult time living for the Lord because there was so much I did not understand. I did not realize that I was a three part being and that when I gave my life to Jesus only one part of me experience immediate change, my spirit. According to our Lord Jesus that which is born of the
Spirit is spirit. (John 3:1-6) However nothing happened with my mind nor my flesh. And I learned that I was responsible to get my mind renewed with the Word and bring my body under subjection with the help of the Holy Spirit. (Romans 12: 1-2) Because I did not first understand these things I struggled. And there are
many believers who are struggling in the walk with the Lord today. Perhaps you are one of them. When I was taught what really happens at the new birth and how to grow spiritually things changed and I began to experience change in my walk. I was encouraged by another minister to write a book which would share
with others concerning how to grow in Christ, renew their minds to God's will and ways, how to meditate in the Word and how to bring their bodies under subjection and get past ungodly fleshy lusts which war against the soul. This minister felt it was very important to share what I had learned after thirty years of
walking with the Master. This book was my attempt to do just that. I don't claim to know everything about living for the Lord. We are all still learning and growing. But perhaps you will find the key to your victory here. "How to Live The Christian Life Successfully.... Victoriously," A practical guide on living for Christ. Get
your copy today and learn how to overcome as a believer. Available as a paperback and in kindle format.
"At the heart of the Christian message is God Himself waiting for His redeemed children to push in to conscious awareness of His Presence." - A.W. TozerDavid was a man after God's own heart. He slew Goliath, ruled Israel and wrote such inspiring scriptures as Psalm 139. Yet David had an affair with Bathsheba,
breaking multiple commandments including having Bathsheba's husband murdered. How can we guard our walk and prevent catastrophic mistakes like those that David made? How can we lead a life that bears the fruit of an effective faith?God's Word realistically portrays authentic people of faith. Their true stories are
preserved for us as teachable moments. Are we listening?Before God's Face takes a practical approach drawing from Biblical stories and modern parallels to help us draw near to God as we learn the simple spiritual discipline of coram Deo - living in God's presence. Blessed are those who have learned to acclaim you,
who walk in the light of your presence, Lord.(Psalm 89:15)
Christ's death on the cross offers victory over bitterness, addictions, occult bondage, and debilitating strongholds. Encounter! Receive Christ's Freedom will show you how to apply Christ's victory to your own life. This book is an excellent resource for someone who is bound by sinful habits or who simply needs to live an
abundant life. It explains clearly how to receive the fullness of the Holy Spirit and then to walk in the Spirit's power. It's a great resource to use individually or in a retreat setting. In the back of the book, there's a coach's section to help guide someone else through the contents of this book. Topics include: Repentance
and forgiveness; The power of the cross over sin, Satan, and demonic strongholds; How to receive inner healing; Freedom from the fear of death; How to be filled with the Spirit.
This Bible handbook walks you chronologically through Bible history, introducing you to the key figures God used to bring about His redemptive plan. The authors highlight key verses throughout the Bible and underline essential beliefs. Using contemporary illustrations and humor, Sproul and Wolgemuth help you apply
what you've learned to your situation. Every chapter ends with a summary to help you learn more about the scope and meaning of the Bible.
News: Fact or Fake?
Tithing to Grow in Christ
Tearing Down Walls, Walking in His Grace
A Practical Guide to Igniting a Healthy Spirituality
Your Irreverant Handbook to Forbidden Fruit, Burning Bushes, Possessed Pigs, and Broken People Like You and Me
A Journey of Discovery and Purpose
A Leader's Guide to Grow
Grace Based Discipline helps parents learn to handle difficult behavior and discipline problems with their children within the context of a biblical, grace-based home. Discipline...decoded- It's time for real talk. Being at your best when your kids are at their worst requires parenting your kids the way God parents you...and that's with grace. But, in the trenches of everyday
life, that's easier said than done. This book provides a doable framework what decodes the mysteries of disciplining your kids with grace and will help restore hope, freedom, and peace in your home.Grace Based Discipline will help you: -Customize your discipline strategy to your unique kids-Determine what your rules should be-Base your family's values and
expectations on God's Word-Discern what types of violations are most serious, which battles to fight, and how to respond to unwanted behavior-Become an expert in choosing and applying effective consequences
Your teenage years see many changes to your body and your lifestyle. In his usual frank and straightforward fashion, Dr Christian tackles all your worries about growing up stress-free and healthy.
Dr Christian Jessen tells it like it is, in this upfront and unashamed companion to growing up. Coming to the rescue of parents, boys and girls, Dr Christian is ready to answer all their questions about adolescence, sexuality and puberty. In his assured, no-nonsense fashion, he allays the fears and uncertainties of growing youngsters (and helps parents find answers)
about puberty, sex, personal and emotional health and body image. Addressing all those cringey questions parents squirm at answering, Dr Christian's sensible, light-hearted advice guides boys and girls on the path to be coming healthy, happy adults. Covering issues such as: puberty, diet, sex, sexuality, self-esteem/body image, personal health, emotional health and
bullying.
DIVWhen it comes to caring for their bodies, women want to know that the advice they get is medically sound AND in line with their values and their faith. This groundbreaking new reference offers guidance readers can trust as two Christian obstetrician/gynec/div
Before God's Face
Dr Christian's Guide to Dealing with the Tricky Stuff
A Cry of Mercy When Suffering Seems Unfair
A Guide to Understanding, Growing and Eating Phytonutrient-rich, Antioxidant-dense Foods. Vegetables
How to Turn Setbacks Into Comebacks
The Gospel: Objections and Answers
A Preteen Primer to the Facts of Life
The Pastor's Manual is a marriage preparation and ministry resource for pastors and other church leaders for pre-marital counseling and for comprehensive marriage ministries including guidelines for training mentor couples, working with couples in groups, and relationship education for all ages. Includes everything you need to have a comprehensive marriage ministry: The
Ministry of Marriage Preparation The Pastor's Role (expectations and perceptions; coaching and problem solving; experiences and attitudes) Theological Perspectives (personal responsibility and christian community; God's purposes for marriage; divorce and remarriage; marriage as vocation and covenant) Basic Goals for Marriage Preparation Ministries (religion, money, and
sex; communication skills) Working with Couples First Session (wedding details, assessing the couple's preparation for marriage) Sessions with Individuals (premarital questionnaire responses, surfacing potential disagreements) Additional Sessions (finalizing wedding plans) Nurturing Marital Growth After the Wedding Mentor Couples (selecting and recruiting mentor couples;
leadership team; training mentor couples) Marriage Preparation in Groups Comprehensive Marriage Ministries (relationship education for children, youth, and young adults; enrichment opportunities for married couples; support for couples in crisis) An extensive list of "Additional Resources" includes organizations and other marriage ministry programs that may be readily
available and can be incorporated into local church and community ministries. Updates for these"Additional Resources, " a "Directory of United Methodist Marriage Ministry" leaders and consultants, a "Training Model" for use of GLCM, and other helps are available at www.marriagelovepower.net.
This work is an invitation and guide for young people to bring the realm of Heaven to earth. As children discover their identity through the revelation of the Father's love, they are released to fulfill their Royal Mission: to demonstrate the Kingdom of God by living a life of miracles. Each chapter explains and identifies the inheritance that God's sons and daughters possess, such
as the Father's love, the anointing and indwelling of the Holy Spirit, faith, prayer, and the keys of power and authority. This book is not only a companion for the "journey", but also provides a meeting place for children to encounter God's presence that will transform their hearts and lives.
"Have you ever felt like what you do the majority of the week at work may not have any value to God? Many Christians struggle to find any meaning in their work. Many are taught it's just a place to share your faith or earn a paycheck to donate to missions. Businessman Hugh Whelchel was just that guy but knew there had to be more. His thorough biblical investigation reveals
the eternal significance of work within the grand biblical story of God's mission throughout history."--Publisher description.
Dr Christian's Guide to Growing Up (new Edition)
A Devotional Guide for the Church
Why Are We Losing the Kids?
An Expose' of the Holy Spirit
Your Special Gift
Wake Up the Real You
Encounter
Life in the Overflow
"Hidden Mountain Secret Garden: a theological contemplation on prayer" helps the reader discover the riches of mental prayer in the Catholic Tradition. In fact, the images of the "Hidden Mountain" and the "Secret Garden" are ancient metaphors for contemplative prayer, a kind of prayer that begins and ends in faith. This book is especially for those whose prayer is a search for the loving eyes of One
who has conquered death. This kind of prayer beholds the wonder of Christ's living but hidden presence in one's highest thoughts and most noble aspirations as well as in one's instinctual urges and deepest longings. The ecstasy of this kind of prayer extends beyond even the vast unexplored horizons of the human heart and opens to an immensity of such excessive mercy that all else is forgotten
-- and only love remains. The whole world needs this love: it is the secret garden, the hidden mountain, the inexhaustible riches only prayer knows and an excess of grace only prayer can make known. This is why Blessed John Paul II told the Church not to be afraid to open wide the doors of our hearts to Christ and it is why He told the young people of the world to be proud to proclaim the Gospel of
the Lord. For those brave souls who have faithfully open their hearts to the Lord through this discipline of this kind of prayer, every Christian owes you a debt of gratitude. For those who want to join them, this work encourages you along the way -- for the journey you endeavor is at once the most perilous, the most heart-rending and the most wonderful adventure this world has ever known. "Dr.
Anthony Lilles has authored an introduction to prayer that is inspiring and encouraging. For those desiring to pray this is a resource that is full of practical advice - written simply and attractively. This book bears the mark of a man - husband, father and teacher - who is not only imbued with the wisdom of the Saints, but who has also, through his own prayer, learned how all of us can, through prayer,
foster faith in and love for Jesus and his Gospel." THOMAS G. WEINANDY, O.F.M., CAP. Executive Director for the Secretariat for Doctrine United States Conference of Catholic Bishops This is a wonderful book. I've taught spiritual theology many years and I wish I had had this text use. In fact, I wish I had written this book. It is scriptural, patristic, historical, theological, mystical, experiential and user
friendly. Dr. Lilles takes us through the spiritual journey of prayer, citing Fathers and doctors, saints and even sinners to guide us on our Christian way toward contemplation. Weaving many themes into a harmonious whole, he opens up the life of contemplation for all Christians, our baptismal birthright in a way that is accessible and attractive. This is a book one will read more than once. FR. GILES
DIMOCK, O.P., S.T.D University Parish of St. Thomas Aquinas At the University of Virginia In this book we find the real meat of the new evangelization. The church in America will not be renewed by "facts about Jesus" but only through one's choice to let Christ reach the heart and change it from within. It is an ancient message received by only few: Do not be afraid of letting go of what now defines
you. Let Christ tell you who you are. Dr. Lilles is one of the ablest guides to lead us through to such a choice. Will I stay with knowledge about Jesus or will I enter the garden of prayer and finally come to know Him!! Do not be afraid to be loved, read this book. DEACON JAMES KEATING, PH.D, Institute for Priestly Formation, Omaha, NE
So many of us desire freedom - the freedom that is promised to us when we decide to follow Jesus. The freedom from the burden of our sin, the need to be "good enough," anger, jealousy, and envy. Even though we are believers we would be ashamed to say that we don't always experience peace, contentment, and joy in our life. We are looking for the grace that God has so graciously given to us to
be real in our life... Breaking Pride is an eBook based on one simple truth: In order to walk in God's grace we need to tear down the the walls of pride. A lot of believers, even though saved by God's grace, are still walking in pride rather than walking in His grace. Knowing what pride is and learning to identify pride in your life is the first step to overcoming a life filled with pride. Pride is rooted in fear
and leads to anger, jealousy, and envy. Sin isn't keeping us from having a relationship with the Lord, it's our pride. So many of us long to have an authentic and REAL relationship with the Lord, and we long to have the fruit of the spirit filled in our heart. Our desire is to achieve these fruits through will power. But we do not even realize that the pride that lives within our heart is what is blocking the
fruit of the spirit from living within us. In Breaking Pride you will learn to identify different areas of pride in your life. Filled with encouragement, Breaking Pride will take you through a practical reading of what pride may look like in your life... Let's stop building walls of pride and start building the foundation of grace within our lives...
What is fake news? How can the news be wrong? How do we know if what we're reading is true or not? The concept of fake news and the media as a whole is discussed as part of the What's the Issue series. What's the Issue asks ‘what’s all the fuss about?’ It reviews what is at stake when we think about fake news, with the aim of helping young people to understand this difficult subject and provide
them with the tools to inform their own opinions on the issue.
Churches spend a great deal of time, money and energy on their physical structure, and in growing their membership, but by far not enough in developing healthy, mature Christians. Tony Green believes that Christians who don't grow in their spiritual lives, miss out immeasurably on God's blessings, and come short of experiencing that abundant life that Jesus desires for all Christians. In this book
he identifies twelve reasons Christians don't grow and provides helpful insights to stimulate Christian growth. In a clever and unique alliterated style each chapter outlines the reasons Christians don't grow and provides helpful scripture to support the reasons.. A must-read for any Christian serious about his or her walk with God! . The new Christian and the "seasoned" believer will find in Twelve
Reasons Christians Don't Grow, very practical and Scriptural insights to help propel them to new levels of spiritual growth. Dr. Tony Evans, Senior Pastor, Oakcliff Bible Fellowship. . Tony Green has provided us with a very concise yet simple manual to encourage maturity and joy. Dr. Ernest Forsten, M.D., Family Physician. . This, is not another how-to-book. It concentrates on what God has done for
us in Christ, and what should be our normal response. Dr. David Calhoun, Professor, Covenant Theological Seminary. Tony A. D. Green, a graduate of Dallas Theological Seminary, and US trained psychologist, is recognized as a formidable multi-lingual speaker, conducting seminars in the Caribbean and in various parts of the world. As a sought after speaker, he travels extensively speaking on
psychological, biblical and management themes. After 23 years as Director of Aruba's successful Hospitality College, and many years as a minister and church leader, he now heads up his own Green Seminars and Consulting firm and continues to be actively involved in the life of his local church.
Manifesting Your God Purpose
Hidden Mountain, Secret Garden
Growing Desperate
The Sanctified Life
Created on Purpose for Purpose
[Altar]ed Culture
Here Comes Heaven!
No Other Options. Desperate people stop Jesus in His tracks...think of the woman hemorrhaging for 12 long years, despondent that all remedies up to that point had proven worthless. The only option left for her was to grab the robe of the miracle man as He walked by. Jesus affirmed her courage, healed her, called her daughter, and blessed her in peace. Jesus admires your gut-honest desperation more than your religious selfsufficiency. It attracts Him like nothing else. What is your greatest place of desperation right now? Cruel circumstances, fractured relationships, bruised emotions and aching loneliness-God meets us in the desperate places of our lives, fights and delights to restore us, and sends us out into a world full of desperate people. "Honesty is what you will find as you advance through the treasures that await you in this unforgettable book.
The words are not the hollow ramblings of an academic, but rather the wisdom of a man who writes from the depths of his quest to find meaning and hope in the darkest and loneliest circumstances you have ever endured. My life has been profoundly and deeply shaken by my friendship with Mike O'Quin. I invite you to read his meditations on human desperation. Prepare your heart. I dare say, you will never be the same."- Paul
Richardson, author of A Certain Risk: Living Your Faith at the Edge (Zondervan, 2010) "One of the biggest dangers for the Western Christian is to wrap our lives in so much bubble wrap, that we no longer remain vulnerable, raw, broken and, most of all, dependent upon Jesus. Mike carefully removes the bubble wrap we have put around our own souls as he reminds us that it's only in our desperation that we can fully meet the
perfect love that saves us. Growing Desperate reminds us that, in the same way Jesus noticed the desperate hemorrhaging woman, He notices our own, everyday brokenness as well, if only we would be desperate enough to reach up. After reading this book, you will be."- Jessica Honegger, founder and CEO of Noonday Collection "Growing Desperate offers a most inspiring and compelling insight into Jesus' promise of the
Kingdom for the poor in spirit. It's well-written and cocked full of fascinating stories of Mike's experiences from his life and the lives of people he's served both in the U.S. and Indonesia. His winsome, transparent style of writing invites the reader to be more than OK with our own neediness. Most refreshing is Mike's call for us not just look inward but to also look outward to others who are needy. Mike lives what he's addressing in his
book, thus it carries much authority." - Ron Parrish, author of From Duty to Delight: Finding Greater Joy in Daily Prayer "There are generally two types of writers who fill the pages of books in stores. The first are famous people who need some help to make their story readable. You'll buy the book 'cause you know who they are but struggle to finish reading their passable drivel. The second are people you've never heard of who
have ridiculous writing talent. Imagery leaps off the page so vivid and real you forget you're reading. You're living the story. You can't wait to read more, wished it wouldn't end and ache to read it again. Mike O'Quin is that second type of writer. Even better, he's lived desperation from Austin to Indonesia. You'll feel his stories tugging at your soul. More importantly, you'll hear the voice of God calling you to a life that's richer, riskier
and singing a new song."- Peter Nevland, author of Exposing the Psalms and I'm Going to be a Zebra The heart of why I wrote this book: www.faithactivators.com/why-i-wrote-this-book/
Dr Christian's Guide to Growing Up Online' takes a social-media style tour through such wide-ranging topics as health, puberty, anxiety, gender, sexuality, stress, grief and any difficult questions in between.
This book takes an in-depth look at theHoly Spirit, His works, His names, and His Emblems. The Holy Spirit is the third person in the Godhead, who operates coequally, coeternally, and coestistently as one unit. The Holy Spirit's activities are (a) He reveals, (b) He teaches, (c) He witness, and (d) He intercedes for us. Additionally, He possesses a reltaionahip with humanity and He can be grieved. The Holy Spirit is eternal,
omnipresent, omnipotent, and omniscient. His symbols are (a) wind, (b) fire, (c) water, (d) a seal, (e) oil, and (f) adove.
Studying doctrine for the Christian often feels like watching a construction crew build a foundation. There seems to be a great amount of activity, but the results don't appear visible. Just like the foundation is essential for the stability of a building, studying theology is crucial to the long-term stability of the believer.The goal of this study is to provide you with the basics of biblical doctrine to make sure your foundation is sound. At
times this will feel like the difficult work of laying an unseen foundation for a building. At other times, however, it will feel like we are soaring to great heights as we explore the breadth and length and height and depth of our faith. During the course of this study, we will consider the questions: Why study theology? Who is God? Who am I? What is the church? Where do I go when I die? Why do other people believe differently?
Discovering the Path to a Culture of Worship
Sproul's Guide to the Bible
Receive Christ's Freedom
It's Time to Grow Up
Grace Based Discipline
Made for More

I found this book on Bookbub, and am thrilled with what I've read. I wish every Christian would read it--especially every pastor and leader. My husband (who is a pastor) and I had already come to these conclusions before I found this book, but it gives me great hope that
others are seeing the same disastrous problems. We have created a "monster" that we call "church" which little resembles the New Testament kind, and people are fleeing it. For all the promise of the "contemporary" style church, it isn't really much better. The church is
failing to make disciples and failing to make any real impact in the culture, and it's all because we have failed to make authentic (true) converts. It's that simple. It's easy to make a disciple of someone who has been truly converted. Otherwise, with our usual crop of
"decisions," it's like pushing a rope to get any serious commitment or Christlikeness out of them. The Bible says that Jesus is the Door, but to be brutally honest, the only way through that Door is to crawl--in repentance, submission (brokenness), and faith. We are no
different than the church of the Middle Ages that baptized babies for salvation, leaving millions of people still in their sins. There isn't really any such thing as "a church for the unchurched" as many like to claim today. We should be the church of the redeemed, but we
have become a church of the unsubmissive, unrepentant, unconverted, uncommitted, and unfaithful. And it all goes back to one thing--real salvation thru real repentance and real faith in Jesus Christ."-M.J. Freeman ..". thought provoking book showing true believers in
Jesus Christ the need to examine the methods we are using to evangelize our children... the author backs up all of her writing with scripture, the true Word of God." -Alicia Canner " ...Wow what an eye opener, it opened my eyes to the real meaning of being born again. Not
only a book to help with the youth but for everyone..."-Malinda Zemrose As Christian women, there is probably nothing more heartbreaking than seeing our children turn from God. We spend thousands of dollars, and sacrifice countless hours to VBS, Bible clubs, Youth
outings, Church camp, and children's parties every year. We build elaborate stage sets, plan fantastic carnivals, and youth extravaganzas and bus in all the children and teens we can find in the hopes of leading them to Christ; and yet we are still losing them. We see the
grown-up children, the "fruits" of our outreaches, living as practical Atheists. They walk and talk and act like the world, even loving the world, and though they claim to be saved, evidence of life in Christ is conspicuously absent. Even our own children are abandoning
the faith. They have asked Jesus into their hearts and yet we see them turn from God at staggering rates. Statistics show that no less than half have turned from God by High School age and closer to two thirds by the time they finish college. What we're doing is just not
working! In Why Are We Losing the Kids? You'll see where we have gone wrong and where to go from here. - We can turn the tide on our failing ministry efforts! - We can share the gospel without creating false converts or backsliders! - We can keep the kids if we'll follow
God's plan! The Bible has the answers if we're willing to hear them!
Have you lost hope for a new beginning? If you believe your life is beyond saving-this book is for you. Willie Alfonso writes about his dramatic childhood story of growing up Brooklyn. He shares why he should be dead, dying of AIDS somewhere, or doing life in jail. His
epic story with unbelievable comeback proportions will inspire the doubters, the skeptics, or anyone who has lost all hope for the future. Readers in It's A New Beginning will be be challenged by Willie's story to see: + Hope in the midst of devastating circumstances. +
How to forgive the unforgivable + How even the worst setbacks can be turned into comebacks. Read one of the most powerful comeback stories of all time! Dig into It's A New Beginning: How to Turn Setbacks Into Comebacks to find hope for your new beginning. What are you
waiting for? During my entire career as a New York Yankee, I have had the privilege of knowing Pastor Willie Alfonso. I am eternally grateful for the wisdom I received from him over the years. Now in his new book, the rest of the world can experience the life and the
ministry of a man who has been such a blessing to me. I know a good closer when I see one. This book will close the old chapters in your life, and set you up for a new beginning. -Mariano Rivera, #42 Retired Relief Pitcher, New York Yankees Our backgrounds and stories
sound very similar, but we have been placed in different arenas. It's A New Beginning: How to Turn Setbacks Into Comebacks captures the way God can take Willie Alfonso from a forgotten, broken child and turn him into a man that influences some of the biggest names in
sports history. His story will encourage those who are experiencing setbacks, as well as spur on others to never give up on the ones with the tough exterior. -Nicky Cruz, Evangelist and Author Chaplain Willie Alfonso's story is nothing short of a miracle! Read it and
you'll be inspired to a new level of faith. - Jim Cymbala, Senior Pastor, The Brooklyn Tabernacle
Finding Gods Treasure in Your Quiet Time Time with God is not about quantity; its about quality. It doesnt have to be complicated. Simply come before God, give Him the moments you have available, and ask Him to fill those moments with His presence. When this is your
hearts attitude, the time you give to God becomes a sacred space that will change how you approach your day. Growing in Grace is your invitation to a deeper walk with Jesus. Even in the middle of chaos, stress, and obstacles, the timeless words of Scripture can guide you
into a place of peace, comfort, and joy. You will experience 260 short, yet powerful devotional moments with God that will bring you strength, restoration, clarity, and wisdom. Covering topics such as miracles, your words, forgiveness, trust, love and hope, discover how
Gods Word can positively shape the course of your day, bringing joy, freedom, peace, and a deeper intimacy with Jesus into your life. Wherever you find yourself on your spiritual journey, a few moments of quality time with God can powerfully illuminate your entire day!
Initially it was not my intention to write a book, I was just looking for answers. Answers to questions I had after my involvement as an infantry paratrooper with the 101st Airborne during the Vietnam War. And my life after death experience after I was stung by Giant
Black Wasps went into anaphylactic shock and flat lined. I suffered a cardiac arrest and complete repertory failure. I was later able to relate procedures the medical staff used to resuscitate me while I was dead. I don't have to wonder about life after death, I know.
Things To Come will give the reader a thorough understanding of what the Bible says and what Christianity means for a believer. The book is divided into six sections; The Covenants, covers God's Covenants, His chosen people and God's will for mankind. The Holy Spirit,
whom the Father sent to us after Christ's assentation, details the twelve current ministries of the Holy Spirit in our lives. The Prince of Darkness explains Satan's role in everyday life. Satan is not omnipresent so he cannot possible involve himself in the daily affairs
of eight billion people. God's Providential involvement in everyday life is revealed in the 4th chapter. The Tribulation and the Rapture addresses the final eventual battle between good and evil; Christianity and Islam. The final chapter The Alpha and the Omega specifies
the personal relationship a believer has with Christ. Things To Come is a very good book for anyone that desires a deep understanding of Scripture and either does not have the time for daily reading of Scripture or finds the Bible hard to understand. A word about PTS
(PTSD), there is no D, PTS is not a disorder. PTS is natural reaction of stress experienced after a person is exposed to a traumatic event. Many people suffer from PTS, it can be the result of a rape, an assault, the loss of a spouse, a child, a sibling, witnessing a
horrific event or an accident. What makes PTS different for soldiers is that they are subject to frequent traumatic events over a long period of time. People respond differently to traumatic events, some are more resilient than others. Frequency, duration, and the extreme
nature of the event all play a role in recovery. A major component of PTS is the moral dissonance we experience. The event can completely destroy our belief system, the ideas we held that made sense of the world we live in. At any point in time we are a summation of what
we know and the experiences we have gone through. Events and information change how we see the world and in effect change who we are. A traumatic event can be so life changing that we are in effect a different person and after a traumatic event, the new you. In order to
recover from PTS, it is imperative we reconstruct a new belief system that encompasses our new reality and the new you. In Just War, I (Tom Newman) recount the events that destroyed my worldview and fundamentally changed the person I was. The Company I was with in Vietnam
experienced a 97 percent casualties and fatalities. Within my first 30 days in country we had a friendly fire incident that killed eleven and severely wounded nineteen of my fellow troopers. I also witnessed the aftermath of the regular assassination of four year old
children. Additionally, when we retook the city of Hue we found the shallow graves of 2,800; judges, doctors, clergy, policeman, and politicians, anyone that could organize a resistance against the communists. It was a very long process for me to make sense of my new
realities and the new me. My other book; A Brief History of the Bible' Things To Come, is the information I needed to reconstruct a new worldview bases on my experiences and the new person I had become. If you want to get your life back after suffering from PTS, it is
imperative you find a new worldview for the new you.
Everything You Need to Know About You! Adolescence to Menopause and Everything in Between
A Kid's Guide to God's Supernatural Power
Twelve Reasons Christians Don't Grow...Even in Good Churches!
2012 Revision
How to Live the Christian Life Successfully... Victoriously
Fuel Your Faith
How to Grow New Christians
Finally, TV's favourite doctor, Dr Christian, comes to the rescue of parents, boys and girls to answer all their questions about adolescence, sexuality and puberty. Leave it on the coffee table or sit down and go through it together - this ebook is a godsend for every family household with children under the age of 15.
The primary basis of all judgement concerning the deeds done in our bodies is our motives. Our values determine our motives, and our motives are the real reason behind our thoughts, words, and deeds. Only God can see the true motives of every man's heart. Almost all human beings have something to hide. Nearly everyone twists words,
events, and situations to their own advantage, to place themselves in the best possible light. Men often have ulterior motives and hidden agendas. This is sin and a form of hiding. Adam and Eve first hid from the presence of the Lord in the garden after they had fallen. But there will be no hiding from the presence of the Lord on that solemn
Day of Judgement. Purity of Heart will prepare you for that day and spare you loss at the judgement seat of Christ, so that you may receive your full reward. What is done in pure love, by the leading of the Spirit, and for the glory and honor of God shall reap the fullest rewards.
In every trial or tribulation, there is an opportunity that can bring us closer to God and to our goals when we allow God to take control. God, Take Over; I Am Finished is a cry for mercy and divine intervention when suffering seems unfair and you realize that no one else can help you. A dry valley and wilderness experience story, based on the
author's tribulations and triumphs as she struggled, willingly and sometimes unwillingly, to submit to God's will. It reveals how she passed through the storm and survived and what she gained out of the pains she had to endure. Its principal message lies in the realization and fact that where human senses, strength, power, abilities,
knowledge, and intelligence end, God's supremacy begins. By applying her experiences and the Word of God, Catherine Agada shows you how to discover divine strength in weakness; peace in chaos, and His love in suffering. She inspires and teaches you to love better, live happier, forgive faster, pray efficiently, and increase faith. God, Take
Over; I Am Finished can restore hope and improve your relationships with God and man.
Do you know that you were well thought out in the mind of God? Do you know you were not a by-chance product? Do you know you have a God purpose? Created On Purpose For Purpose holds the keys that will unlock all the answers and equip you to walk out your God purpose! Everyone has a sense that they were born for a purpose. But there
is something more than just a purpose. The God purpose was designed specifically for you, and it's your responsibility to live out this assignment! From her own experience in discovering her God purpose, author Lisa Singh has outlined the steps to take to discover your God purpose. This easy-to-read guide will instruct you to explore why God
designed a special purpose for you and how you can come to understand it. Once you know your place in the world, you can begin to live your purpose and thereby bless not only yourself, but the world you live in. Realize who you are and learn practical applications for victorious, fulfilling living. Whether studying alone or in a small Bible
study, you'll find the tools you need to find your God purpose and start living your life the way it was intended to be lived—on purpose!
Things to Come
Purity of Heart
God, Take Over; I Am Finished
Breaking Pride
The Favor of God for the Poor in Spirit
A Practical Guide on Christ Centered Victorious Living
Put Some Shoes on
Your Tithing to Grow in Christ is more than a book. It is your devotional guide designed to practically assist you in spiritually relating to God personally in your tithing. As you use this devotional guide, you will soon find yourself experiencing seven things. These seven things are as follows: ? Getting you closer to God ? Thinking about God ? Praying to God ? Reading about
God ? Honoring God ? Giving to God ? Hearing from God Next to the Bible, the Tithing to Grow in Christ is what you and every local church member must have. It is the devotional guide book that you need in order to tithe by the principle of knowing and relating to God personally. That was the principle of tithing God established with Abraham when he was made to tithe
to Melchizedek in Genesis chapter 14. Your spiritual growth in Christ in the areas of trusting, loving, and being holy to God is guaranteed with your use of the Tithing to Grow in Christ. It situates you into building a strong personal relationship with God and to nurture the integrity of the personal presence of God in your life. The integrity of the personal presence of God is
what you need to be certain about the personal influence of God in your life. Having the certainty concerning the personal influence of God in your life puts you above, calms your anxieties, reduces your stress, and gives you the peace and boldness to face any challenging situation, as it was the case with David in going out to fight with Goliath. A Groundbreaking
Devotional Guide for A Strong Personal Relationship with God
We have all asked the questions, "Who Am I?", "Where Am I?", and "What Am I?". In MADE FOR MORE- A Journey of Purpose and Discovery, the reader will maneuver through these questions in order to understand the larger picture for their life. The ultimate goal is to lead the reader to understand they are made for a great purpose through Jesus. Through God and the
message of hope found in scripture, the reader will discover they are truly Made For More.
Each person is given the opportunity to respond to popular culture in a variety of ways. They can condemn, critique, consume or copy. Not only do individuals have this choice, each church has to choose its response to culture as well. What if we were never designed to passively respond to culture, but to create it? God specifically created each person to build a culture that
honors Him. We are called to create a culture around us based upon the worship of God. The purpose of this culture is help people engage in worship beyond the corporate worship service. To teach them how to hear and see what God is doing and carry it out in every relationship and situation they encounter. To present something new and more compelling to the world
than what they have seen before. This book will help you discover how to create culture by examining Jesus' example and then give you practical application on how to apply it to your life. This book is an invitation to come and discover the path towards creating a culture that acknowledges and worships God.
Live authentically, abundantly, and victoriously as you learn how to embrace God's will for your life. As one of the most sought-after realizations in this world, discovering your purpose is something countless self-help books will claim they can help you do, but they're missing the biggest piece of the puzzle: your relationship with God. If you're ready to wake up, shake up,
break away from bondage, dust off the dullness, and discover genuine joy, it's time to take action and allow the Lord to take control of your life. True transformation can only occur when you're receptive to God's will for your life, and past sorrows and mistakes often prohibit you from moving forward and receiving Jesus's forgiveness and grace. But forgiving others-and
receiving forgiveness from the Lord-is imperative for experiencing wholeness and freedom. Growing closer to God also requires some internal housecleaning. From chapters on dusting away anything that dulls the true joy of a relationship with God to receiving the living water from Jesus that quenches any thirst for fulfillment, learn how trusting God fully and seeking after
His guidance are the real keys to receiving lasting contentment and transformation.
I Have Some Good News
And Live Your Best Life Now!
A Brief History of the Bible
A Theological Contemplation on Prayer
Biblically Sound
A Call to Intentional Spiritual Maturity
Dr Christian's Guide to Growing Up (new Edition)

Grown men don't wear nappies and babies don't drive cars. In life it is important that we act our age. Spiritually, it works the same way. If we don't grow continually as a Christian, we build expectations based on other people's experiences instead of our own current position. Are you struggling to connect with God, or are you frustrated that your prayers are not being
answered? The question is, how mature are you, spiritually speaking? Truth is, a parent relates differently to a baby than to a teenager. So too your Heavenly Father relates differently to you as a little child, a young man or as a father in the faith as highlighted in 1 John 2. Each growth phase poses a different degree of intimacy as well as a different level of responsibility
in God's Kingdom. In this book you will learn how to relate to God as:* A little child ... receive revelation of God as a Father and understand adoption into His family.* A young man ... learn how to build strength and overcome the three enemies of your soul.* A father in the faith ... live in deep intimacy with the Father while raising sons of the next generations.It's time we
grow up into full spiritual maturity. Creation depends on it!
Is your faith stagnant? Do you spend most days disconnected from God and yearning for a closer relationship with him? Too often Christians live a lukewarm existence mired in a rut of being unfulfilled restlessness.Faith is a gift from God. In God's grace, we already possess faith, but leave our spiritual growth unwrapped. How do we live with a vibrant faith? Fuel Your
Faith - a Practical Guide to Igniting a Healthy Spirituality is a guidebook to fan the flames of your faith. This book is not a deep theological discourse about spiritual disciplines, but a quick resource for ideas to stir the embers of belief God gives each of us. In Fuel Your Faith, you will:*Discover a potpourri of spiritual practices to move you from stuck to unstuck. *Gather
ideas applicable right away to your life to awaken your spirit.*Learn ways to pray, study, connect, and celebrate God's presence.*Find inspiration, encouragement, and courage to explore your faith *Explore transformational ideas to kindle the awakening of our spirit.Fuel Your Faith will empower you to move from the chilliness of shallow faith to the warmth, power, and
comfort of a blazing fire.We can cultivate a healthy spirituality. God wants our faith to grow and our lives glow with his love. What a marvelous gift God gives us - let's fan the flames of our faith.
Having “the talk” can sometimes be an awkward experience for both parent and child. Even so, I didn’t want to wait until my children’s hormones kicked in, and I didn’t want to be caught off guard when they had questions, but most of all, I didn’t want them growing up with misconceptions concerning sex. I wanted my children to be informed about the facts of life, yet
without being too sexually explicit in the process, because some of the facts weren’t good such as pornography, diseases, and predators, but these subjects needed to be addressed as well. As a result, I told them what I have written in Your Special Gift, by using the analogy of a gift, a lock, and a key to define commonly used sexual terms, and to caution them about
possible consequences, and to warn them of potential predators. I also used Scripture as the basis of defining true love. The simplicity of the gift analogy opens the door of communication between parent and child in an effective straightforward, and yet sensitive way, so that any question concerning sex can be answered by using this method. Your Special Gift is wellPage 1/2
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suited for children in the 8-to-12 year-old range.
Discover the wonder of a life with God you can't contain. The pages of scripture are full of ordinary people who walked with God as he poured himself out through them to a world in need. What if God never changed? What if he is still speaking to us and longing to work miraculously through us? What if it isn't a matter of more training or effort but simply receiving and
releasing everything he already purchased? "Life in the Overflow" invites you to know God intimately as your Daddy in a way that spills out of you naturally. Filled with disarming honesty and fervent expectation, this book mirrors a reflection of who you are, who your God is and what he actually longs to do through "ordinary, messy kids" today!
Phytonutrient Gardening
How to Be at Your Best When Your Kids Are at Their Worst
It's a New Beginning
Daily Devotions for Hungry Hearts
Growing Love in Christian Marriage Third Edition - Pastor's Manual
Growing in Grace
Rediscovering the Biblical Doctrine of Work
Joe Urbach, the creator and publisher of GardeningAustin.com and the Phytonutrient Blog provides readers with a how-to guide to growing and purchasing the most healthy, most nutritious, most antioxidant-dense fruits and vegetables. Offers gardening and nutritional information, including how to improve your soil, your garden, and your health, allowing you to get the biggest nutritional bang for your gardening or shopping buck.
Transparency is vital to the building and strengthening of every relationship and every ministry. It allows people to see you as approachable and to feel safer when talking to you. Transparency is a gateway to trust, and trustworthiness is an important quality which people seek in a good, ministerial leader. They want to know:Is this person trustworthy?Is this person honest?How do I know I can talk to this person without fear of
condemnation?It is with this in mind that Rohini Townsend approaches writing, friendships, ministry, and life itself. Her desire to see people healed and whole has led to a candor and openness that is sure to tug at the heartstrings of the despondent.Put Some Shoes On, is an emotional and gripping story of one little girl's journey through heartache, rejection, abuse, and turmoil. Chronicling her path from scared child to broken,
rebellious teen to powerful, anointed woman of God, the author shares the most intimate moments of her life with refreshing transparency and soul stirring honesty. It is not only a story of past hurts, it is a story of learning, growing and seeking a deeper relationship with God -- the steps and sacrifices that are required for that level of depth and connection to the Father.Raw, poignant, and insightful, Put Some Shoes On was written
to heal. It was written with your salvation in mind. This is a story of overcoming and, while on that walk, discovering who you are, and more importantly, WHOSE you are. Every step you take was conceived in the mind of the Father to guide you towards recognizing the spiritual gifts He has placed in you. Be not weary in well doing. Do not allow your circumstances to define you. Do not be consumed by trials and heartache. Take
your experiences and let God use them to mold you into a powerful Kingdom citizen. Put some shoes on and walk boldly in your Godly identity.
The Gospel of Christ is a message which claims to save from damnation those who believe it. This "good news" message purports to reveal who saves, what he did, why we need it, how we get it, and where to find reliable information about it. The Gospel, however, is widely doubted, disputed, and denied. Many wonder: - Does Jesus have to be who Christians claim he is? - What did his death accomplish? - Why would God send
me to hell? - Can faith really be all there is to it? - Do I need to trust the Bible? Using Bible verses, "I Have Some Good News" addresses objections to the Gospel, and allows Christianity's source book to speak for itself.
Dr Christian's Guide to You
How Then Should We Work?
Dr Christian's Guide to Growing Up Online (Hashtag: Awkward)
The Discipline of Coram Deo
Embracing Doctrine for Life
The Christian Woman's Complete Guide to Health
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